
 

1.    On   Jun   2020,   Q   requests   Patriots   to   take  
the   Oath   to   defend   the   Constitution,   followed  
by   WWG1WGA   (where   we   go   one,   we   go   all).  
This   becomes   viral.   
 

 

On   July   4,   former   director   of   the   NSA,  
General   Flynn   makes   a   post   on   Twitter   of  
himself   with   his   family   taking   the   oath,  
followed   with   WWG1WGA.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XE-uBCT 
4i6g   
 

 
 

2.    As   of   Aug   22,   2020.   POTUS   has  
retweeted   Q   followers    201    Times.   Many   of  
these   followers   use   a   Q   for   their   avatar,   or  
have   #WWG1WGA   as   their   profile   hashtag.  
 
 

From   NY   Times  
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/20/us/politi 
cs/qanon-trump-republicans.html   
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3.    Q   has   posted   “Nothing   can   stop   what   is  
coming”   13   times   since   2018.   
On   March   8,   2020,   Dan   Scavino   tweets   a  
meme   that   says.   “my   next   piece   is   called  
nothing   can   stop   what   is   coming.”   An  
individual   from   the   Q   forum   wrote   “Come   on  
Q+.   Please   retweet   Dan   on   this.”   (Q+   claims  
to   be   President   Trump).  

 
  

 
 

 
 

 

 
Exactly   17   hours   later,   POTUS   retweets   it.  
 

 



4.    On   Jun   20,   2018   Q   posts   “Look   for   more  
direct   confirmations”  
 

 

On   Jun   20,   2020,   Eric   Tweets   shares   an  
image   on   Instagram   of   a   Q   with   WWG1WGA  
 

 
 

 
 

5.    There   have   been   over   40   times   POTUS  
has   tweeted   within    one   minute    after   one   of   Q  
posts.   This   is   statistically   impossible   unless  
there   was   coordination.  

(Example   here,    3   second    difference)  

 



 

6.    On   Dec   12,   2018.   Trump   Hotels   released  
a   marketing   video   that   features   a   stocking  
with   a   Q.   The   little   girl   touches   this   stocking.  
How   many   names   begin   with   Q?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XuxbwkU 
WCus   

 
Close   up   of   the   stocking   shows   the   stocking  
originally   had   an   “O”   and   was   deliberately  
converted   to   a   “Q”   with   a   strip   of   tape.  
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XuxbwkUWCus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XuxbwkUWCus


7.    For   the   past   2   years,   the   top   media  
companies   have   written   literally   thousands   of  
articles   attacking   this   “small   fringe   larp.”   
 
After   President   Trump,   Q   is   the   second   most  
attacked   entity   by   the   MSM.   Why   should   they  
continuously   attack   a   small   fringe   internet  
conspiracy?  
 

https://www.bing.com/news/search?q=qanon 
&FORM=HDRSC6  
 

 

8.    On   January   29,   an   Anon   requested  
POTUS   to   use   the   term   “tip   top   and   tippy   top”  
during   the   State   of   the   Union   Speech.   

 
 
 

The   President   did   not   at   the   SOTU,   but   he   did  
use   the   term   two   times   during   the   next   Easter  
Egg   roll.   

 
Q   posted   about   this   statement   in   the   same  
day  

 
 

9.    On   July    17th    of   the   month,   at   a   rally,  
POTUS   drew   attention   to   a   baby   wearing   a   Q  
onesie.  
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Nine   months    before   this,   Q    posted  
Q_AnonBaby.  
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbbdbEN 
N7Dk&list=PLU4oMGbxawXHLfOO53Qqf_AJ 
dC2NikmNa&index=6  
 
““Look   at   that   beautiful   baby,   look   at   that  
beautiful   baby,”   Trump   said,   pointing   at   the  
baby   as   the   crowd   erupted   into   cheers.   “Wow,  
what   a   baby.   What   a   baby!   That   is   a   beautiful  
baby!   That’s   like   from   an   advertisement,  
perfect!   Look   how   happy   that   baby   is!   So  
beautiful,   thank   you,   darling.   That’s   really  
nice.”  
 

 

 
 
 

10.    On   Dec   7,   the   Call   Sign   for   Air   Force  
One   was   changed   to   “Q   0.   (on   the   phone,   the  
+   is   
on   the   0   button.   Ie.   Q+)  
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